
Lesson 5. Basics of Thermal properties 

Thermal properties are involved in almost every food processing operation. Knowledge 

of the thermal properties of foods is essential in the analysis and design of various food 

processes and food processing equipment involved in heat transport, with respect to heat 

transfer or energy use, such as in extrusion cooking, drying, sterilization, cooking etc. 

The most important thermal properties in food processing such as, specific heat capacity 

(cp), thermal conductivity (k), and thermal diffusivity of food materials depend mostly on 

the food’s composition, temperature and density. They have a significant effect on the 

rate of heat transfer into the particulates within the food product. When considering heat 

transfer during food processing, the thermal conductivity of the food plays an important 

role. The thermal conductivity (k) of food determines how fast heat can be evenly 

transferred to the entire food mass, which in turn affects the quality of the final product. 

Thermal conductivity depends strongly on moisture, temperature and structure of the 

material. In porous materials the void fraction and the pore structure and distribution 

affect thermal conductivity significantly. Generally, in multiphase systems (solids, water 

and air), the effect of geometric distribution of the phases is taken into account by using 

structural models. 

5.1. Modes of heat transfer: 

 Conduction 

 Convection 

 Radiation 

  

  

  

 

Fig. 5.1 Modes of heat transfer 

When heating and cooling of materials involves unsteady state or transient heat 

conduction, the material temperature changes with time and knowledge of the thermal 

diffusivity is required for predicting temperature in these processes. 

The interface heat and mass transfer coefficients are important in the design of food 

processes and processing equipment, and in the control of food packaging and storage. 

Heat transfer coefficients are essential in thermal processing, in cooling or freezing and in 

storage operations. Mass transfer coefficients are important in drying and storage of 

foods, and in separation processes. One basic feature of both coefficients is that they are 

affected strongly by the characteristics of the processing equipment and the geometry of 

the system. 



Conduction:- Heat transfer from one part of the homogenous opaque solid to another, 

under influence of the temperature gradient (transfer of heat by direct contact of particles 

of matter). 

 Heat is transfer by conduction when adjacent atoms brush against another or 

electron moves from one atom to another. 

 Steady state amount of heat in heat out = unsteady state. 

Convection:- transfer of thermal energy by the movement of molecules from one part of 

the material to another. 

 Material convection 

 Forced convection 

Radiation:- transfer of heat energy through empty space. 

All object with a temperature above absolute zero radiate energy. No medium is 

necessary, for it is transferred through electromagnetic waves. 

Related Physical Properties:- 

Space, size, volume, unit surface area, roundness sphericity average projected area are 

need to be defined as quantified before heat transfer problems involving biological 

problems can be solved. 

For example heat transfer through slab is different than that of sphere. 

Specific heat:- 

Heat required to raise the temperature by 1°C for unit mass of the body. 

C =\[{q\over{m\Delta T}}\]    q= heat, kcal 

C = kcal/ kg°C   m= mass, kg 

\[\Delta\]T= temperature difference, °C 

Thermal Conductivity:- 

Thermal conductivity is defined as the amount of heat flows through unit thickness of 

material over an unit area per unit time for temperature difference. 

 Q=-k\[{{A\left({T1-T2}\right)}\over x}\times t\] 

Ability to conduct heat: q= kA\[{{dt}\over{dx}}\] 

Thermal conductivity is the quantity heat that passes through a body (plate) of particular 



area & thickness when it’s opposite faces difference in temperature. 

q = kA\[{{dt}\over{dx}}\]  t= Time, dT= temperature difference, dx= thickness 

\[{{dQ}\over{d\theta}}\]= kA\[{{dt} \over{dx}}\]  A= Surface area, k= thermal 

conductivity. 

Heat transfer from higher to lower so (dT) accounts for the negativity (So final 

temperature will have lower value then the initial) to negate that (-) sign. The final 

equation for 

‘k’=\[{{kcal-m}\over{m-hrk}}\] or  

Thermal diffusivity:- 

It is rate at which heat is diffused out of the materials. It is the ratio between thermal 

conductivity to volumetric heat capacity. 

\[\alpha=\]m2/s=\[\alpha={k\over{PCp}}\]=             PCp=Volumetric heat capacity 

 

\[{{dt}\over{d\theta}}=\alpha\left({{{d2t}\over{dx2}}+{{d2t}\over{dy2}}+{{d2t}\over

{dz2}}}\right)\] 

Thermal Emissivity(E):- 

It is a ratio of total Emissive power of a blackbody to the same temperature. 

This thermal constant is associated with the rate of heat transfer by radiation from a hot 

body to a cold body. 

Q = AFaFe\[\sigma\](T1
4

-T2
4
) E = 1 black body   FaFe<1 real object 

A= surface area 

Fa = Angle factor, representing the angle that one body sees the other body. 

Fe = Emissivity factor 

\[\sigma\]= Stefan Boltzmann constant 

T1
 &T2 = Absolute temperature of body 1 and 2, respectively 

While dealing with grey body Kirchhoff’s law of thermal radiation is applied emissivity 

equals to absorptivity (for an object in thermal equilibrium) so that the body does not 

absorb all incident light will also emit less radiation then ideal blackbody. 



Stefan Boltzmann’s law:- The total energy radiated per unit surface area of a black body 

is unit time in proportional to the fourth power of the thermodynamic temperature. 

 \[\sigma\]=5.670410-8 W/ m2k-4 

\[{P\over A}=\]\[\sigma\]T4                 J/ m2s    ____Stefan Boltzmann law 

\[{P\over A}=E\[\sigma\]T4                           Tc = Colder temperature   

P = E\[\sigma\](T4 – Tc
4)                   E= Emissivity 

 

 


